We present here a depth-bounded bottom-up evaluation algorithm for logic programs. We show that it is sound, complete, and terminating for niteanswer queries if the programs are syntactically restricted to Datalog nS , a class of logic programs with limited function symbols. Datalog nS is an extension of Datalog capable of representing in nite phenomena. Predicates in Datalog nS can have arbitrary unary and limited n-ary function symbols in one distinguished argument. We precisely characterize the computational complexity of depth-bounded evaluation for Datalog nS and compare depth-bounded evaluation with other evaluation methods, top-down and Magic Sets among others. We also show that universal safety ( niteness of query answers for any database) is decidable for Datalog nS . <
INTRODUCTION 1.Non-termination of bottom-up query evaluation
Among query processing algorithms in deductive database systems bottom-up evaluation is one of the most popular, as evidenced by the survey of Bancilhon and Ramakrishnan 4] and the textbook of Ullman 47, 48] . Most deductive database systems in use today 27, 35, 50] are based on bottom-up evaluation. This algorithm starts from a nite set of facts (a database) and derives from it new facts using deductive Horn rules. The algorithm terminates when no new facts can be derived.
It should be immediately clear that in the presence of function symbols and recursion in rules in nitely many facts may be derived, and consequently bottom-up evaluation may fail to terminate. The recursive rule expresses the following: \if a student X meets the professor at time T and Y is the next student after X, then Y meets the professor at time T +1." Let us consider a database containing the following facts:
meets rst(0; emma): next(emma; kathy): next(kathy; emma):
The rules can be used to derive the following in nitely many facts from the database: The termination problem has two distinct subproblems. First, can bottom-up evaluation of nite-answer queries be always made to terminate? In Example 1.1 the query \List all students that meet the professor at time 1" has a nite answer, namely kathy. So does the query \List all students that meet the professor at some time". However, straightforward bottom-up evaluation of the above queries requires the computation of the in nite relation meets. The second subproblem involves queries with in nite answers, for example the query \List all time instants when the professor meets emma".
Datalog nS -an extension of Datalog
In this paper we address the issue of termination of bottom-up evaluation of niteanswer queries in the context of Datalog nS , a class of logic programs with limited function symbols 8, 10, 11, 12] . In Datalog nS programs the type and the occurrences of function symbols are restricted in the following way: function symbols can only be unary or limited n-ary (having a single distinguished argument), and they can appear in a single distinguished argument of predicates. In addition to Datalog nS we study its subset Datalog 1S where only a single unary function symbol (written in post x as +1) is allowed. The program in Example 1.1 is a valid Datalog 1S program. Datalog nS is decidable 8, 16] . Moreover, in the context of Datalog nS in nite query answers can be nitely represented 11, 12] .
Datalog nS programs have potentially many applications in knowledge-based systems, for example such as temporal reasoning, event scheduling, planning, and path nding. We also envision that Datalog nS programs will be used as an input language for intelligent o ce tools like a calendar or a personal planner. Subsequently, these tools can provide answers to user queries using the algorithms developed in this paper.
The syntactic restrictions introduced above can be motivated in the following way. The distinguished argument where function symbols may appear plays the role of a state index or a time instant. A set of facts with the same distinguished argument may be looked upon as a set of facts holding in a state. This set is nite and may be treated as a snapshot { a relational, function-free, database. Unary function symbols can be seen as denoting operators that map states to states (+1 maps a state to the next state). The above restrictions on the type and the occurrences of function symbols are essential to guarantee the termination of all nite-answer queries. If any of them is lifted, the resulting class of logic programs becomes undecidable. Here it plays the role of a state (situation). Function symbols correspond to operators available to a robot 17]. For example, move(t; x; y) stands for \ robot moving from position x to position y in situation t" (this is an example of a limited 3-ary function symbol, i.e., a function symbol with a single distinguished argument). A complex term corresponds to a sequence of robot moves (a path). The constant 0 denotes the empty path. The predicate path(t; x; y) is true if t is a path connecting x and y. The predicate mem(t; x; y) is true if (x; y) is an edge in the path t. The query \List all (x; y; u; v) such that w(x; y; u; v) holds" returns quadruples of points (x; y; u; v) such that the robot can move from position x to y through a path containing the edge (u; v).
We argue here that it makes sense to de ne and study syntactically restricted logic programming languages, particularly those for which query termination can be guaranteed, like Datalog or Datalog nS . Such languages, although insu cient for general purpose programming, are suitable as concept de nition languages. For example, the concept of transitive closure can be de ned in Datalog and the concepts of in nite periodic set or repeating path can be de ned in Datalog nS . If query termination can not be guaranteed an undesirable situation arises in which the user can formulate rules to which no well-de ned concept corresponds. In the cases of Datalog and Datalog nS query termination is guaranteed and every program corresponds to a well-de ned concept. Moreover, in those cases speci c bounds on the complexity of query evaluation are established. Also, the research in this direction should pave the way for query evaluation methods that not only terminate for syntactically restricted classes of logic programs but also work e ciently for arbitrary logic programs.
Depth-bounded evaluation
We want to be able to evaluate a nite-answer query without computing the entire least xpoint which is in nite. To achieve this goal, we have to make use of the niteness of the query answer. Consider only queries which are single atoms, i.e., p(t 1 ; : : :; t n ). In Datalog nS the niteness of the answer is guaranteed if the rst (distinguished) argument of the query atom is a ground term or an existentially quanti ed variable (see the queries in Example 1.1). Therefore, we have to nd a way to propagate the information about the rst argument from the query to the program. This is a well-known problem in the area of deductive databases, studied under the names of pushing selections or projections into rules. There are many methods 4, 28, 48] that achieve either of the above goals by rule rewriting. Surprisingly enough, none of them seems to be able to guarantee the termination of bottom-up evaluation of nite-answer Datalog nS queries. Some of the methods, e.g., Magic Sets de ned by Bancilhon, Maier, Sagiv and Ullman 3], introduce additional termination problems of their own, as noticed by Ramakrishnan 33] and Seki 39] . Therefore, we obtain termination in a di erent way. Essentially, we show that in the context of Datalog nS , it is su cient to consider ground refutations containing terms of bounded depth. Consequently, in bottom-up evaluation only facts with terms of bounded depth have to be generated. We provide tight upper and lower bounds on term depth in refutations. We call our algorithm depth-bounded evaluation. Depth-bounded evaluation is a bottom-up counterpart of bounded depth-rst search proposed by Stickel 42] .
Depth-bounded evaluation works well for queries with a ground or existentially quanti ed distinguished argument. However, in some cases even queries with the distinguished argument which is a free variable have nite answers. Therefore, depth-bounded evaluation should be complemented by a safety tester { an algorithm that checks whether the query answer is nite. We show that testing both relative safety ( niteness of the answer for a given set of rules and a given set of facts) and universal safety ( niteness of the answer for a given set of rules and every set of facts) is decidable for Datalog nS . In fact, depth-bounded bottom-up evaluation can be used for testing relative safety (report \unsafe" when the generated facts get \too large"). This shows that Datalog nS is more akin to Datalog (for which both kinds of safety are decidable) than to full Prolog (for which neither is recursively enumerable 19, 40] ).
It is interesting to compare depth-bounded evaluation with other query processing algorithms for Datalog nS 8] . The data complexity 1 of the latter algorithms matches the corresponding lower bounds: query evaluation is PSPACE-complete for Datalog 1S , EXPTIME-complete for Datalog nS . This is not the case for depthbounded evaluation which requires exponential time for Datalog 1S and double exponential time for Datalog nS . However, we have shown elsewhere 9] that for Datalog 1S a polynomial bound on refutation size guarantees that depth-bounded bottom-up evaluation will terminate in polynomial time. This property was used to identify several polynomial-time computable subclasses of Datalog 1S .
There are also other reasons for studying depth-bounded bottom-up evaluation. First, bottom-up evaluation, like other resolution-based algorithms, constructs bindings for existentially quanti ed variables in the query. Therefore, it can be used to provide yes-no (boolean) answers, as well as enumerate all the answer substitutions. This is not the case for the lower bound algorithms (mentioned above) which yield only yes-no answers. Second, rule optimization methods 4, 28, 48] work under the assumption that queries are evaluated bottom-up. We would like to be able to combine those methods with depth-bounded evaluation to obtain a practical query processing system for Datalog nS . Third, it seems better to have a single evaluation mode (bottom-up or top-down) that works for arbitrary logic programs rather than many incompatible procedures applicable only to restricted classes of logic programs.
Summary of the paper
The following is the summary of the paper. In Section 2 we de ne the syntax and the semantics of Datalog nS . In Section 3 we introduce depth-bounded evaluation and show upper and lower bounds on its execution time for Datalog nS . In Section 4 we compare depth-bounded evaluation with other query evaluation algorithms for Datalog nS . In particular, we consider the lower bound algorithms 8] and the algorithms that construct nite representations of in nite query answers 11, 12] . We also discuss the algorithm of Joyner 18] and top-down algorithms based on resolution. We show a close connection between depth-bounded evaluation and bounded depth-rst search. Finally, we discuss Magic Sets 3] . In Section 5 we show that both relative and universal safety is decidable for Datalog nS . We also relate our results to other works dealing with the safety problem. Finally, in Section 6 we summarize the results of this paper and discuss the prospects for further work.
BASIC NOTIONS
We begin by recalling some standard de nitions and terminology used in logic programming and Datalog. For further detail, the reader is referred to the books of Lloyd 26] and Ullman 47] . The de nitions below attempt to capture the intuition that in Datalog nS we deal with two separate domains: the domain of standard, unstructured database constants (called here data terms) and the domain of inductively built objects (called functional terms).
Syntax
An atom is of the form p(t 1 ; : : :; t n ), where p is a predicate symbol of arity n and each t i is a term (in the usual rst-order logic sense). A term or an atom is said to be ground if it is variable-free. A fact is a ground atom. A database is a nite set of facts. Given a set of facts D, the extension of a predicate symbol p of arity n is the set of all facts of the form p(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) in D. A rule is a formula written A query is an atom in which the functional argument is either a variable or a ground term. We will also consider queries closed with existential quanti ers. A query with at least one free variable is open; it is closed otherwise. A fact query is a ground atomic query. A simple query is an atom whose arguments are all distinct free variables. (Although every query de ned above can be represented as a simple query and an additional rule, we have found it more convenient not to make this assumption in the rst part of the paper, namely Sections 3 and 4.) A formula is a logic program with the possible addition of the negation of a query (thus a formula is in clausal form).
We distinguish extensional database (EDB) and intensional database (IDB) predicates. The EDB predicates correspond to the relations de ned by the database, whereas the IDB predicates correspond to the derived relations, that is, those that are de ned by the rules. EDB predicates may thus appear in database facts and in bodies of rules, whereas IDB predicates can only appear in rules and queries, and not in database facts. Datalog 47] is the language of function-free logic programs, that is, logic programs in which the only terms are constants or variables. We call such terms data terms.
Datalog nS is an extension of Datalog in which atoms and terms may have a single distinguished ( rst) argument, which is said to be functional, in addition to the usual data arguments. Functional arguments are functional terms, which are built from a distinguished functional constant 0, data constants, functional variables, data variables (distinct from functional variables), and function symbols. Other (data) arguments of an atom or a term can only be data terms. Also, data terms can appear only in data arguments. This implies that every functional term contains either 0 or a single occurrence of a single functional variable. For instance, if T is a functional variable, then 0, T, f(T) and g(T; a) are functional terms but g(T; T) is not. A functional term or atom can be viewed as a tree where each node has at most one son that is not a leaf. We distinguish between functional predicates (those with a functional argument) and data predicates (those with data arguments only). The depth of a variable or a constant is 0. The depth of a complex functional term is equal to one plus the depth of its functional argument.
Often the de nition of Datalog allows two special built-in predicates: equality (=) and inequality (6 =). Most of the results in this paper hold if equalities and inequalities between data terms are allowed. The proof of the decidability of universal safety, however, requires the exclusion of inequalities.
We study separately Datalog 1S programs which are Datalog nS programs with exactly one unary function symbol (+1). This class was rst de ned in our earlier work 10] and has the same expressive power as function-free Templog studied by Abadi, Manna, and Baudinet 1, 5].
Restrictions
We make a number of assumptions: rules are range-restricted, i.e., every variable is limited 47] . A variable is limited if it appears in a literal in the body of the rule or is equated by an equality to a limited variable (we assume no constants in rules). equalities are eliminated by picking one variable for every class of equated variables and substituting it for all these variables. After this transformation, in a range-restricted rule every variable has to appear in some literal in the body. rules do not contain ground terms. Such terms can be eliminated by introducing additional predicates. rules are normal. A Datalog nS rule r is semi-normal if r contains at most one functional variable and if this variable appears in r, it has to appear as the functional argument of some atom. A Datalog nS rule r is normal if it is seminormal and functional terms in r are of depth at most 1. For convenience, we also assume that in a set of normal rules functional variables in di erent rules are identical, i.e., there is just one functional variable in a program, usually named T. For every set of Datalog nS rules, there is an equivalent set of normal Datalog nS rules. We show how to obtain it elsewhere 8]. non-unary function symbols have been eliminated by instantiating data variables appearing in functional terms with all data constants appearing in the program and creating a new unary function symbol for every such combination. After this transformation, the number of function symbols and rules in the program may be database-dependent. This, however, does not a ect any of the results obtained here, except universal safety. The last assumption justi es the name Datalog nS (Datalog with n successors), as we are considering only programs with unary function symbols (successors). Treating every di erent successor as a letter and 0 as the empty string, we can view ground functional terms that use only successors as strings over a nite alphabet.
Notation: we generally follow the Prolog notation. 
Semantics
By an interpretation we mean a Herbrand interpretation of a formula (which is identi ed with a subset of its Herbrand base), and by a model { a Herbrand model. Because M S may be in nite, it is not explicitly given and answer substitutions w.r.t. M S can not be computed directly from the de nition. Nevertheless, if Q is a quanti er-free positive query, the condition M S j = 9Q (where 9Q is Q closed with existential quanti ers) is equivalent to S`9Q. In particular, if Q is already ground, M S j = Q is equivalent to S`Q.
The condition S`9Q is equivalent to the unsatis ability of the formula (the set of clauses) S f:9Qg. Thus, procedures that determine the existence of a Herbrand model of S f:9Qg can be used for recognition.
DEPTH-BOUNDED BOTTOM-UP EVALUATION
In this section, we show a bottom-up evaluation algorithm that computes the least xpoint of any set of Horn rules. Because of the presence of function symbols in rules that may lead to an in nite least xpoint, the algorithm may fail to terminate for Datalog nS . We then show a depth-bounded bottom-up evaluation algorithm for Datalog nS that terminates for nite-answer queries. We prove its correctness and analyze its complexity. In the next section, we compare this algorithm with other evaluation algorithms for Datalog nS . In the following section, we study the problem of detecting in nite query answers for Datalog nS (safety).
Bottom-up evaluation
We describe here the standard algorithm for bottom-up evaluation of logic programs. This algorithm is a straightforward implementation of the T S operator 51] de ned in the previous section. It may also be seen as a form of hyperresolution 36, 51] . In the sequel, we will assume that a logic program Z D consists of a nite set of rules Z and a nite database D. An application Z(I) of a set of rules Z to a database I is de ned on a rule-by-rule basis. Take The above algorithm is usually termed naive evaluation 47], and can be improved in many ways. In particular, semi-naive evaluation 47] is an incremental variant of this algorithm. In the rest of this paper, we will, however, assume naive evaluation for simplicity. Our results can be easily adapted to its variants, like semi-naive evaluation.
Clearly, if a query has an in nite answer, generation of this answer will not terminate. But even recognition can not be guaranteed to terminate if the logic programming language under consideration is capable of expressing the computations of an arbitrary Turing machine. This is the case of unrestricted logic programs, as shown by Andreka and Nemeti 2], and T arnlund 45].
Datalog nS is an intermediate case. There, least xpoints and query answers may be in nite (see Example 1.1), but there is a terminating, sound, and complete recognition algorithm 8, 16 ]. This algorithm is very di erent from bottom-up evaluation. It is not even based on resolution or hyperresolution. On the other hand, bottom-up evaluation does not terminate for Datalog nS because it requires the computation of the entire least xpoint which may be in nite. So the question is: can bottom-up evaluation be made to terminate while preserving soundness and completeness in the case of Datalog nS ? We are interested in the termination of recognition and, more generally, in the termination of the evaluation of nite-answer queries.
To achieve this goal, we introduce the notion of depth-bounded bottom-up evaluation. Intuitively, we are going to impose a nite bound on the depth of atoms that are derived during bottom-up evaluation. The bound has to be large enough for the query evaluation to remain complete. Such a nite bound does not exist for arbitrary logic programs, but it does exist for Datalog nS due to the syntactic restrictions imposed on the type and the occurrences of function symbols.
Assume m is a non-negative integer. De ne the m-bounded version of a Datalog nS rule r 2 Z as the rule r jm which is identical to r except that its body contains also the subgoal depth(t) m, called a depth constraint, where t is the term that appears in the functional argument of the head atom of r. For example, the rules from Example 1. In a similar way, de ne Z jm { the m-bounded version of a set of Datalog nS rules Z. We have to slightly extend the notion of rule application { only those ground substitutions will be considered that make the added depth constraint true. Now depth-bounded evaluation is de ned in the following way. In the algorithm B ( Figure 1 ) the application of Z is replaced by the application of Z jm -the mbounded version of Z. The resulting algorithm always terminates because only nitely many facts are generated. When used to evaluate a nite-answer query, it is sound for any value of m. To achieve completeness, however, m has to be su ciently large. Therefore, in order to nd an appropriate value for m, it is necessary to look closer at various parameters of a Datalog nS program.
Deriving the depth bound
At rst glance it is not obvious that m-bounded bottom-up evaluation for any nite m can be a complete evaluation procedure for nite-answer Datalog nS queries. For arbitrary logic programs it isn't, however least xpoints of Datalog nS programs have a \repetitive" structure and this fact can be used to bound the depth of terms appearing in bottom-up evaluation.
To formally characterize the \repetitiveness", we introduce several new notions. In the following de nitions, assume that M is a set of functional and data facts, and t 0 is a ground functional term. M does not have to be nite. However, it has to be nitely generated: the number of di erent constant and function symbols appearing in the elements of M should be nite. The least xpoint M S (de ned earlier) has this property.
De Only ground functional terms t built from 0 and function symbols appearing in are considered. Notice that m is a nite formula if m < !. Lemma 3.1. is satis able i m is satis able for m = basis( ). Proof. This seems to be a folk result, referenced in several papers 13, 16] . We haven't been able to locate its proof, so we reprove it in Appendix A. 2 One more result is needed { a fundamental property of least models of Datalog nS programs. Lemma 
Corollary 3. In this way in nitely many facts satisfying the thesis are obtained. 2 We prove now the main results of this section. Theorem 3.1 shows soundness and completeness of depth-bounded bottom-up evaluation of yes-no queries. Theorem 3.2 shows that with a somewhat larger, but still nite bound, nite-answer queries can also be completely evaluated. In the following we use the notation introduced earlier in this section. Note that in view of Theorem 3.2, in the context of Datalog nS the answer to a query is nite i it can be computed by a terminating algorithm. Therefore, in this context the notions of safety (query answer niteness) and capturability 20] (existence of a terminating algorithm to compute the answer, also called e ective computability 4]) coincide.
In Figure 2 , we nally present the depth-bounded evaluation algorithm BF. 
Computational complexity
In estimating the execution time of depth-bounded evaluation for Datalog nS , we will assume that the set of rules Z is xed and only the database D and the query Q vary. This is a common assumption in database theory, called data complexity (Chandra and Harel 7] and Vardi 53] ). and an in nite family of Datalog 1S databases D with the following property: for every n, there is a D n 2 D of size polynomial in n such that to test the unsatis ability of = Z D n f:9Qg the interpreter BF will derive a set of facts whose cardinality is exponential in n. Proof. The basic idea is to encode adding 1 to an n-bit number. The following predicates are used (1 i n): one(t; a i ) \at time t, the i-th bit is 1". zero(t; a i ) \at time t, the i-th bit is 0". chng(t; a i ) \at time t, the i-th bit is changed". unchng(t; a i ) \at time t, the i-th bit is not changed".
The database D n contains the facts zero(0; a i ) for every 1 i n (a i 6 = a j for i 6 = j), next(a i ; a j ) for every 1 i; j n and j = i + 1, and additionally the fact The rst pair of rules describes the pattern of bits that change between t and t+1. The second pair of rules describes the pattern of bits that do not change between t and t + 1. The third pair of rules describes the bits that become 1 at time t + 1, and the fourth pair of rules describes the bits that become 0 at time t + 1. The rst rule contains a constant, but such rule can be replaced by a constant-free rule and an additional database fact.
The yes-no query Q = sometimes one(a n ) requires the derivation of a set of facts whose cardinality is exponential in n. 2 Theorem 3.5. There is a set of Datalog nS rules Z, a ground Datalog nS query Q, and an in nite family of Datalog nS databases D with the following property: for every n, there is a D n 2 D of size polynomial in n such that to test the unsatis ability of = Z D n f:9Qg the interpreter BF will derive a set of facts whose cardinality is double exponential in n.
Proof. The database D is identical to the one in the proof of the Theorem 3.4. For the set of rules Z, we take two copies of the rules from the same proof: one with the function symbol f replacing +1, the other with g replacing +1. Additionally, we add two rules: r(T) one(T; a n ): r(T) r(f(T)); r(g(T)):
The query is now simply Q = r(0). For every ground functional term t where depth(t) = 2 n?1 , the fact r(t) will be generated by the interpreter BF. All of them are necessary to derive r(0), therefore the execution of BF will now require the derivation of a double exponential number of facts. 2
COMPARISON OF EVALUATION ALGORITHMS
Here, we survey a number of approaches to evaluating Datalog nS queries. We will compare depth-bounded bottom-up evaluation with a number of evaluation algorithms for Datalog nS that we presented in our earlier work. We will analyze the sources of di ering computational properties of those algorithms. Moreover, we will brie y comment on an algorithm of Joyner 18] and, more extensively, on top-down evaluation (SLD-resolution). In particular, we are going to show a close connection between depth-bounded evaluation and bounded depth-rst search. Finally, we will discuss the impact of rule rewriting methods like Magic Sets on the termination of bottom-up evaluation.
Evaluation algorithms for Datalog nS
Lemma 3.1 immediately suggests a method to check the satis ability of a Datalog nS formula = Z D f:Qg. The formula m does not contain non-ground functional terms and therefore may be considered a function-free formula. Thus, to establish satis ability of m it is su cient to consider nite Herbrand interpretations. In fact, we have to consider only the interpretations M de ned by the states M t] such that depth(t) m. So the rst approach will be to simply enumerate such interpretations and for each check whether it is a model of m . We will not present the details of this approach but just mention that it leads to recognition algorithms of PSPACE data complexity for Datalog 1S (algorithm T) and EXPTIME data complexity for full Datalog nS (algorithm F). The algorithms are presented in our earlier work 8].
They are based on the work by Plaisted 30] and F urer 16]. The above bounds can not be improved because unsatis ability of Datalog 1S (resp. Datalog nS ) is PSPACE-data-complete 8, 13] (resp. EXPTIME-data-complete 8, 25]).
In our previous work 11, 12] we presented another approach { a method to effectively construct a nite representation of the least model M Z D . Lemma 3.2 provides a theoretical foundation for this method. The nite representation can be subsequently used to evaluate queries. We have shown that this method of evaluation (called hereafter algorithm QF) can also achieve the best possible complexity bounds mentioned above. The algorithm QF uses some recognition algorithm as a subroutine, thus we have two variants of it: QF/F (QF using F) and QF/BF (QF using BF).
We are interested in nding out: 1. whether the algorithm under consideration can be used for recognition, for generation (computing the entire answer), or for both, 2. whether the algorithm terminates and achieves the lower complexity bound (i.e., PSPACE for Datalog 1S , EXPTIME for Datalog nS ), 3. whether the algorithm scales down, i.e., runs in polynomial time for restricted classes of rules, 4. whether the algorithm works for supersets of Datalog nS . For a recognition algorithm to be used for generation, the algorithm has to accept existentially quanti ed variables in queries and to evaluate such queries by computing the bindings for the variables.
The recognition algorithm F can not be used for generation because it answers an existential query without computing bindings for the existentially quanti ed variables in the query. It terminates and achieves the lower bound but does not scale down. We know of no non-trivial restriction on rules (a trivial one is, for example, the exclusion of function symbols in recursive rules) that would guarantee that F runs in polynomial time. The algorithm F works also for an extension of Both QF/F and QF/BF require that the rules be Horn, because they construct a nite representation of the least Herbrand model of a program.
All the above algorithms presuppose that the input program is a Datalog nS program. Some of them can handle simple extensions of Datalog nS , e.g., non-Horn clauses. They are not, however, complete refutation procedures for arbitrary logic programs.
Recently, many rule rewriting methods were introduced 4, 28, 48]) in order to more e ciently evaluate a query using some additional information from the query itself (variable bindings or existential quanti cation). Those methods are applicable and yield signi cant gains in performance if the rules are executed bottom-up. So the algorithm BF should be able to bene t from them. It is unclear whether the algorithms F, T, and QF will be able to make use of those methods.
Finally, let's look at the possible sources in the di erences in complexity of the above algorithms.
In the case of Datalog 1S BF constructs sometimes an exponentially-sized ground hyperresolution refutation (Theorem 3.4). It is clear that any ground resolution refutation of the formula constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.4 has to contain clauses with ground terms of any given depth between 0 and 2 n?1 . Thus, the size of such a refutation is exponential. For non-ground resolution the issue is more subtle. There are exponentially-sized ground refutations whose non-ground counterparts are polynomial. To evaluate this query bottom-up, 2 n +2 steps are needed. This is also the minimal size of any ground resolution refutation. However, if the rule can be resolved with itself, a much shorter, (n + 3)-step refutation su ces. A sequence of n clauses is obtained:
p(T + 1) p(T): p(T + 2) p(T): p(T + 4) p(T): p(T + 2 n ) p(T):
and the last clause yields unsatis ability in three steps. If terms are encoded in binary, the size of the above refutation is polynomial.
However, our lower bound example (Theorem 3.4) contains non-linear clauses where such \acceleration" is not possible because the size of the obtained nonground resolvents grows exponentially. We will not pursue this issue further here, but we conjecture that our lower bound example for Datalog 1S (Theorem 3.4) will produce exponentially-sized refutations for any variant of resolution.
In the case of full Datalog nS the interpreter F works in single exponential time, while BF requires in general double exponential time. We can trace this de ciency to the inability of ground resolution or hyperresolution to deal with many isomorphic subrefutations. It is an open problem whether a resolution-based method can match the upper bound achieved by F. Joyner 18] proposed a resolution procedure R 2 that uses atom ordering and clause condensation (which is essentially tableau minimization 48]). This procedure has several attractive properties. First, it is a complete recognition procedure for arbitrary logic programs. (In fact, it is also a refutation procedure for arbitrary rst-order formulas). Second, it is terminating for Datalog nS queries with nite answers and does not require for termination that a bound (calculated from the text of the program) be supplied. However, if R 2 is combined with SLD-resolution, the resulting procedure is incomplete. For completeness, R 2 seems to require the ability to resolve rules among themselves. It is not clear how to e ciently implement such a facility.
Recently, a number of researchers pursued further Joyner's ideas. Tammet 
Top-down evaluation
Top-down evaluation (SLD-resolution) in its practical incarnations, e.g., the Prolog evaluation procedure, introduces additional problems with termination. Guaranteeing termination through memoing 43, 55] , breadth-rst search, or ground loop checking, is possible for Datalog programs or, more generally, for logic programs with nite least xpoints. However, in the presence of in nite least xpoints those methods are insu cient to obtain termination of all nite-answer Datalog nS queries. A technique is necessary which would make use of the nite bound on the size of ground refutations. Bounded depth-rst search, proposed by Stickel 42] , is such a technique. We present here its version due to O'Keefe 29] by means of an example. The facts contain variables, but this is not a problem because we are considering top-down evaluation here. Finally, the query is as follows: r(0; b; k; W): where k is equal to the number of steps of SLD-resolution that are necessary to evaluate the query. This number is less than or equal to g nr where g is the maximum number of literals in the body of a rule and nr is equal to the number of distinct facts that can be generated by depth-bounded bottom-up evaluation of the program (Theorem 3.3) . (In the context of Datalog it was shown by Naughton and Ramakrishnan 28] that top-down evaluation can in fact be exponentially less e cient than bottom-up evaluation.)
Top-down bounded depth-rst search terminates because it counts the number of resolutions. If only a bound on term depth in top-down refutations is imposed, loop detecting techniques are still required to obtain termination. In the method above, we had to come up with the correct value for the bound k. Can we dispense with this knowledge? The iterative deepening algorithm 42, 29] invokes bounded depth-rst evaluation with consecutive integer bounds. At some point, the value of the bound reaches g nr and by that time, any possible refutation is found. However, it is not clear how to terminate iterative deepening if the correct value of nr is not given in advance. Using a saturation test, i.e., terminating when no new answer substitutions are obtained in the current iteration, leads to incompleteness even for Datalog nS .
Rule rewriting methods
We argue here that the termination of bottom-up evaluation of ( nite-answer) Datalog nS queries can not in general be obtained by using existing rule rewriting methods whose goal is to push selections or projections into rules 4, 48, 28]. Clearly, we will not be able to consider all such methods. We will study only Magic Sets 3, 33], one of the best known methods of pushing selections into rules. We will try to show that methods of this kind seem incapable of guaranteeing termination and that they actually introduce additional sources of non-termination. The query r(0; X) has a nite answer, but its bottom-up evaluation using the transformed version of the program does not terminate because the relation magic r is in nite. To achieve completeness in the above example the relation magic r has to contain a nite, but database-dependent, number of facts. It does not seem possible to achieve this e ect using Magic Sets or any other rule rewriting method. In addition to magic predicates and rules we need a \magic" bound that will limit the magic facts generated bottom-up to a nite number.
It should be mentioned that the inherent di culty in evaluating programs like the one in Example 4.3 has been noticed in the literature. Kifer and Lozinskii 20] call it \a diverging cycle feeding into a converging one". They present a technique, called signatures, that is helpful in the opposite situation, i.e., a converging cycle feeding into a diverging one. Seki 39] it is no longer clear how to obtain from it an equivalent terminating program that evaluates the query q(0) or even whether such a program exists at all. We conjecture that there are Datalog nS programs and nite-answer queries that can not be rewritten in a database-independent way to yield a program whose bottomup evaluation terminates. If this claim is true, it will highlight an inherent limitation of rule rewriting methods when applied to the task of improving the termination behavior of logic programs. Nevertheless, proving or disproving the claim seems to be a formidable task and we leave it for further research.
It should be noted that rule rewriting methods can be applied to improve the execution time of Datalog nS programs. We only claim that combining these methods with standard bottom-up evaluation will not by itself guarantee termination of nite-answer Datalog nS queries. To achieve termination, bottom-up evaluation has to be replaced by its depth-bounded version.
SAFETY
In this section we deal with the issue of in nite query answers. If the answer to a query is in nite, depth-bounded bottom-up evaluation is not complete. We discuss two approaches to this problem.
In the rst approach, we are interested in relative safety 19], i.e., whether the answer to a query is nite for a given set of rules and a given database. Relative safety can be determined by depth-bounded evaluation with a su ciently large bound. So the user will get in addition to a nite set of answer substitutions one of the following replies: \those are the only answer substitutions" or \there are in nitely many more answer substitutions".
In the second approach, a set of rules and a query are tested for universal safety 19], i.e., whether the answer to the query is nite for every database. If a query is universally safe, the user will know that depth-bounded evaluation of this query with an appropriate bound is complete. A query has to be retested for universal safety only if the rules change. Updates to the database which are much more common than rule changes do not in uence universal safety by de nition. We show that testing universal safety for Datalog nS is decidable, similarly to Datalog. We consider only simple queries (queries consisting of a single atom whose arguments are all di erent variables). This is not a restriction because if a query Q is not simple, we can always add a new rule whose body will be Q and whose head will be an atom with a new IDB predicate symbol and the arguments all distinct and equal to the free variables of Q. De ne the skeleton S(A) of a Datalog nS term (atom) A to be the result of removing all data arguments of A. This de nition is extended in an obvious way to clauses and sets of clauses.
Relative safety
We claim that ans(M Z D0 ; Q) is in nite i ans(M S(Z D0) ; S(Q)) is in nite. It is easily seen that bottom-up computation of M S(Z D0) simulates that of M Z D0 step-by-step.
The skeleton of Z D 0 is a Monadic Datalog nS program. We show now that detecting universal safety is decidable for Monadic Datalog nS by formulating universal safety as a sentence of the monadic second-order theory of the in nite n-ary tree (SnS), shown decidable by Rabin 32] . We are going to show the construction on the following example:
The query Q is p(T). Consider the formula (P; R; W) where P, R, and W are second-order variables (they correspond to predicates p, r, and w, respectively):
This formula expresses the property that P contains the result of the query Q on the database consisting of R and W. We are interested in the smallest P satisfying (P; R; W). This can be expressed as:
smallest(A; R; W) (A; R; W)^(8X (X; R; W))A X)
Now universal safety can be expressed as:
:9P; R; W nite(R)^ nite(W )^: nite(P )^smallest(P; R; W): Thomas 46] shows how to express nite(X) (meaning X is nite) using the lexicographic ordering of strings and how this ordering can in turn be expressed in SnS.
The above construction is possible because of the correspondence between ground functional terms and strings over a nite alphabet. It may appear at rst that non-unary function symbols allowed in the de nition of Datalog nS may create additional problems. Such symbols can not be eliminated here because the result of the elimination is database-dependent and universal safety is a database-independent property. However, the skeleton construction can be easily generalized to Datalog nS programs with non-unary function symbols. The resulting Monadic Datalog nS programs will have a database-independent set of unary function symbols. 5.3. Related work on safety Shmueli 40] and Kifer 19] show that relative and universal safety for Datalog are decidable, while for arbitrary logic programs neither is recursively enumerable. As far as we know, Datalog nS is the only class of logic programs with function symbols for which both problems are decidable.
The notion of safety was also studied by, among others, Ramakrishnan, Bancilhon and When comparing these two models (in nite relations vs. function symbols), two issues have to be addressed. First, the error of the approximation, namely which queries that are safe in the function symbol model fail to be safe in the in nite relation model 2 . Second, the computational complexity of safety testing in both models. However, to re ect the special role of the functional argument in Datalog nS predicates, we should compare Monadic Datalog nS with Monadic Extended Datalog (monadic IDB predicates). Universal safety for Monadic Extended Datalog with niteness constraints can be checked in polynomial time 37] . In this case, however, the approximation provided by constraints is too crude and many safe queries will be missed. When this program is modelled as an Extended Datalog program in which the function symbols f and g are replaced by binary relations f and g, respectively, with the monotonicity constraints f : 1 2 and g : 1 2 and the appropriate niteness constraints, the property that the intersection of the extensions of p and q is always nite is lost. Consequently, the query r(X) will be classi ed in this model as unsafe, although it is clearly safe.
Moreover, the complexity (or even decidability) of testing universal safety for Monadic Extended Datalog in the presence of monotonicity constraints (in addition to niteness constraints) has not been, to our knowledge, established yet. The decidability of universal safety for Extended Datalog is unknown 37]. Therefore, various su cient conditions for universal safety have been developed 21, 23].
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
We have shown a bottom-up query evaluation algorithm for Datalog nS , a class of logic programs with limited function symbols. The algorithm is always sound and terminating; it is also complete for all nite-answer queries. We have also shown that both relative and universal safety for Datalog nS are decidable. Using several criteria, we have compared di erent query evaluation methods for Datalog nS . This analysis should be complemented by a comparison of practical implementations of those methods. For example, we have only classi ed the algorithms according to the membership in speci c complexity classes, which is a very rough measure. In general, depth-bounded evaluation looks promising because it can make use of various implementation techniques developed for logic programs, for example incremental evaluation and rule rewriting methods. Following our earlier results for Datalog 1S 9] , tractable classes of Datalog nS should also be identi ed.
It is interesting to see whether other classes of logic programs can be evaluated using a depth-bounded approach. Our depth bound can be easily obtained from the text of the program and is validated by referring to non-trivial properties of Datalog nS . There might be other ways for obtaining depth bounds, ways that rely on the analysis of a single program rather than on properties of the entire class of programs. In this context, it may be fruitful to explore the connections to the work of Ullman, Van Gelder, and Sohn 41, 49, 52] , Pl umer 31], and Brodsky and Sagiv 6] on deriving constraints among argument sizes in logic programs. The simple notion of a depth bound used in this paper, namely an inequality of the form depth(t) < m may be generalized to bound constraints { constraints built from arithmetic expressions involving various parameters of terms like depth or number of subterms. Similar ideas were pursued in the context of top-down evaluation by Vasak and Potter 54] . It is also challenging to establish the power of depth-bound evaluation vis-a-vis rule rewriting methods like Magic Sets. Can they replicate its termination behavior? A positive or a negative answer to this question would be very interesting. Finally, it would also be interesting to compare the exact and approximate (using the in nite relation model) safety analyses for various syntactically restricted classes of logic programs. The properties of interest include error of the approximation and computational complexity of the analyses.
We believe that the research reported in this paper is a step towards nding a general evaluation method for logic programs that will also terminate for interesting, syntactically de ned classes of programs.
A. Finite satis ability lemmas
We prove here Lemma 3.1 which asserts that a Datalog nS formula = Z D f:Qg is satis able i m is satis able for m = basis( ). The non-trivial direction is right-to-left. The formula m for m = basis( ) does not contain non-ground functional terms, therefore it can be looked upon as a function-free formula. Therefore, if m is satis able, then it has a nite model M. The maximum depth of ground functional terms in m is m, therefore the model M is completely characterized by its states M t] for ground terms t such that depth(t) m. Other states of M are empty. Given M, we construct a model N for which has a \repetitive" structure.
We start with a few de nitions. A formula is in basic form if it satis es the following restrictions:
all the predicates are functional. 0 is the only ground functional term in the facts of the program or the query. Assume rst that is in basic form. A ground functional term t 0 is initial if: 8t; (t 2 subterms(t 0 )^t 6 = t 0 )N t] 6 = N t 0 ]):
A ground functional term is repeating if it is not initial.
We construct N inductively by induction on k { the depth of terms.
If k = 0, we take N 0]=M 0]. Now assume N t] has been constructed for all terms t of depth smaller than k. Therefore, it can be determined for every such term whether it is initial or not. Take a term t 0 = f(t 1 ) of depth k.
If t 1 is initial, put N t 0 ]=M t 0 ] (copying from M). If t 1 is repeating, there is an initial subterm t 2 of t 1 such that N t 1 ]=N t 2 ]. We put N t 0 ]=N f(t 2 )] (reusing N).
It can be shown by easy induction that N (as constructed above) satis es the following properties: 8t; w, if t is not initial and t is a subterm of w, then w is not initial. 8t; w, if t is initial and w is a subterm of t, then w is initial. 
